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Let G denote an infinite, compact, metrizable, O-dimensional, Abelian group. The 
following are characterized: (i) the multipliers from one Lipschitz space 
Lip(a,p; G) to another Lipschitz space Lip@ q; G) for 0 < a < /3 < co and 1 <p, 
q < co; and (ii) the multipliers from Lip(a, p; G) to Lip@, q; G) for 0 < p < a < UJ 
and 1 < q < 2 Qp < co. Two special cases of (i), namely the case q = co and the 
case p = 1, were obtained by the authors in an earlier publication (1981). A. 
Zygmund (J. Math. Mech. 8 (1959), 889-895) and T. Mizuhara (T6hoku Math. J. 
24 (1972), 263-268) have characterized the multipliers of certain Lipschitz spaces 
defined on the circle group. 
Let G denote an infinite, compact, metrizable, O-dimensional, Abelian 
group. In this paper we shall present two results (see Theorems 4 and 8) on 
the multipliers from one Lipschitz space Lip(a,p; G) to another Lipschitz 
space LipCg, q; G). The main results in Quek and Yap [4] are easy conse- 
quences of Theorem 4, as Corollary 6 shows. Zygmund [6] and Mizuhara 
[ 21 have obtained multiplier results for certain Lipschitz spaces defined on 
the circle group. 
For the convenience of the reader, we shall now recall a number of basic 
facts about G and the Lipschitz spaces Lip(a,p; G). Let X denote the 
character group of G. Then X is a discrete, countable, torsion, Abelian 
group, and there exists an increasing sequence (X,) ,“=0 of finite subgroups of 
X such that: 
(i) X,, = {x0}, where x,, is the identity character of G; 
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(ii) X,,/X,- I is of prime order p,, n = 1,2,3 ,...; and 
(iii) X= lJ,“,,X,. 
Define llzO = 1, and m, =pl . .. p,, . Then the elements of X can be 
enumerated as x0, x1 ,..., x “,..., so that X, = {xi: 0 < i < m,}. Now let G, 
denote the annihilator of X,, i.e., let 
G,={xEG:xi(x)=l forO<i<m,}. 
Hence we have G=G,EJG,zG,zJ~~~ ZJG~~+.., f)G,={O}, and the 
subgroups G, form a basis for the neighborhoods of the zero element in G. 
For k >, 1, we define the Dirichlet kernel D, of order k by D, = CkSi x,. We 
have 
where Q denotes the characteristic function of the set E. We also have 
i 
D,(t) d(t) = 1, n = 1, 2,..., (2) 
G 
where 1 denotes the normalized Haar measure on G. It follows from (1) and 
(2) that 
A(G,) = l/m,, llDm,IIp = (mn)l’P’ for 
1<P<~co, l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
It is easy to see that 
Let P(G) denote the set of all pseudomeasures on G; see Larsen [ 1 ] for the 
definition and basic properties of pseudomeasures. 
We shall use the symbol C to denote a generic constant, which may 
assume different values in different places. 
DEFINITION 1. If 1 <p Q co and if k is any nonegative integer, then the 
integrated modulus of continuity of order k for fE L,(G) is 
q,df, k) = su~1llr,f-fllp :Y E Gk], 
where r,,f(x) =f(x + y). 
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DEFINITION 2. For 0 < a ( co and 1 <p < 00, we define the Lipschitz 
space Lip(a,p; G) by 
Lip(a,p; G) = IfE L,(G): q,(f, k) = O(h+Ja)l~ 
where in the case p = co it is further assumed that such f are continuous. 
In the following we shall write Lip(a,p) instead of Lip(a,p; G), and the 
space Lip(a,p) will be endowed with the norm I( . IICa,pj defined by 
Ilfll~a,p, = Ilfll, + ;;q m:: Ilf* D,nn -f * D,&, 
where D,-, 3 0. 
We recall that by a multiplier from Lip(a,p) to Lip@ q) we mean a 
bounded linear operator from Lip(a,p) to Lip@, q) that commutes with 
convolutions. The collection of all multipliers from Lip(a,p) to Lip@, q) will 
be denoted by (Lip(a,p), Lip@, q)). 
LEMMA 3. Let TE Wp(a,p), Lip@% 4)). 0 < a, P -c 00, 1 <p, 4 < co. 
Then there exists u E P(G) such that Tf = u *f for all f E Lip(a,p). 
ProoJ It is not difficult to see that Lip(a,p) is a semi-simple Banach 
algebra (see Yap [S] for details). Hence the desired conclusion follows from 
the argument given in Larsen [ 1, Theorems 1.2.2 and 4.2.21. 
Lemma 3 tells us that the multipliers that are of interest to us are of the 
form T,, u E P(G) and T,, is defined by T,(f) = u *f for all f E Lip(a,p). 
If u E P(G) and T,, defined by T,(f) = u *f, is a bounded linear mapping 
from L,(G) to L,(G), then we write I]] TJ,,, for the operator norm of To. 
THEOREM 4. LetO<a</?<cO, l<p<m,and l<q<co. Then 
(Lip(a~p)~ WA 4)) = IT,,: 0 E P(G) and Ill T,tDm,poiD,n_, lllp 4 =WC4)\. 
Proof Let T E (Lip(a,p), Lip@, q)). Then, by Lemma 3, there exists 
u E P(G) such that Tg = u * g for all g in Lip(a,p). Hence we have 
syp m! llo * g * Dmi - c * g * Dmi/lq 
6 C(ll g Ilp + “7~ my II g * D, -g * DmjJl,) (1) 
for g E Lip(a, p). Now for any nonnegative integer k and for any fE L,, we 
have (by replacing g in (1) by f * D,,) 
sypm? II(J *f* Dmk* D,/-- *f*Dmx *Dmiml II9 
G C(II f * D,,ll, + SYP my IIf * Dmk *Dmj -.f * D,, * D,-l II,>* 
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Hence we have 
i.e., 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Since f is any element in L,, To*Dmk-o*D,k_, is a bounded 
linear mapping from L, to L,. It follows from (2) that 
III To *D ?ltk-“*%l-, Illp.q =WP>. (3) 
Conversely, suppose u E P(G) such that (3) holds. Then, for f E Lip(a,p) 
and n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we have 
lb'*f*Dm,llq< 5 ll~*D,~*f-u*D,~_,*fII, 
i=O 
G c Ilf lip by (3) and a </I. 
Thus we have 
110 *f iI4 = lim Ilo *f * D,,llq < C Ilf lip (4) 
for all f E Lip(a,p). It follows from (3) and (4) that 
and hence T, E (Lip(a,p), Lip@ q)). 
Remark 5. The preceding proof shows that 
(Wa,pL M/A 9)) c (L, T LJ 
forO<a<p<ao and I<p,q<a. 
COROLLARY 6. Let 0 < a < /I < co. Then we have: 
(9 (Lip@, 11, LipCp, s)) = (0 E L,: Ilo * D,,,” - (J * D,,_, II9 = 
O(mze4)} = Lip@ - a, q) for 1 < q < 00. 
(ii) (Lip(a, l), Lip@ 1)) = {a E M(G): j/u * D,,,” - (I * Dm,-llll = 
O(mzPD)}. 
(iii) (Lip(a,p), Lip@, co)) = Lip@ - a,p’)for 1 <p < 00. 
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Proof: (i) We have 
(Lip@, l), LipcO, s)) = ic E (L19 L,): III 7A,,-0tljm,,_, Illl,g = o(m;-‘)I 
=(uELq:/~u*Dm,-u*D~“~,~~q=O(m~~~)} 
(by Larsen [l, Theorem 3.1.11) 
= Lip@ - a, q) 
(by Quek and Yap [3, Theorem 2.41) 
The same proof works for (ii) and (iii) except that in the case of (iii) we 
use Larsen [ 1, Theorem 3.3.11 instead of Theorem 3.1.1. 
Remurk 7. We have also proved Corollary 6 (i) and (iii) in Quek and 
Yap (41, using a different method. 
THEOREM 8. Let O(/?<a<w and l<q,<2<p<co. Then 
(Lip(a,p), LipGa, 9)) = P(G). 
Prooj If T E (Lip(a,p), Lip@, q)), then Lemma 3 implies that there 
exists u E P(G) such that Tf = u *ffor allfE Lip(a,p). Conversely, suppose 
u E P(G). Then the proof of Theorem 5.2.4 in Larsen [l] shows that the 
mapping T, defined on Lip(a, p) by T,(f) = u *f is in (Lip(a, p), Lip@, q)). 
COROLLARY 9. Let a,p,p, and q be as in Theorem 8. Then 
(Lip(a,p), J4@,4)) = &, LJ. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8 and 
Theorem 5.2.4 in Larsen [ 11. 
COROLLARY 10. Let 0 < /3, <a, ( 00, 0 < p2 < a2 < og, 1 < q,, q2 < 2, 
and 2 <p,,p2 < 00. Then 
(Lip(a,,p,), LiPV4,, 4J) = GMa2dd Wh q2)). 
Proof. By the preceding corollary and Larsen [ 1, Corollary 5.2.31. 
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